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FROM ELECTRONIC MUSIC SUPERVILLIAN

MOLDOVER

REDEFINES D.I.Y. MUSIC MAKING
SELFTITLED CD IS PACKAGED INSIDE A
PLAYABLE “LIGHT THEREMIN” INSTRUMENT
Moldover is poised not just to grab the ears of adventurous listeners worldwide —
but to incite sonic revolution with his genre‐transcending, virtuosically crafted
masterpieces. “Say It” features a circuit‐bent Speak & Spell with a bad attitude,
mixed with boiling atmospherics and the most meticulously crafted grooves you’ll
ever hear, while “Reflex” alchemizes source material from Moldover’s own digestive
system into simmering, soaring beats. Rawest and most raging is the spoken‐word
metal fist‐pumper “Slipping In,” a composite of acoustic and electric that would
make Audioslave, Trent Reznor, and Henry Rollins.
Play the Album . . . Literally
A champion of do‐it‐yourself music making, Moldover would never hog all the fun
for himself. That’s why he designed his album’s intricately beautiful, circuit board
CD artwork to be a first‐of‐its kind light theremin. Moldover fans can not only
enjoy his tunes passively, but actually create their own warped‐out swoops and
blorps, just by tapping the CD case.
Behind the Supervillian
Moldover has built an international reputation as a technological iconoclast, a
fearless social innovator, and a musical loose cannon — in all the right ways. One of
the first performers to elevate the mash‐up format to the level of art, he introduced
the world to the archetype of Live Remashing, blending artists like System of a
Down, Daft Punk, and Billie Holiday into irresistible dancefloor elixirs in front of
stunned audiences. Spinning further into the uncharted musical stratosphere,
Moldover invented the Octamasher interactive DJ installation, an eight‐keyboard
monolith that gives even untrained listeners complete tweaking control over his
mashup set. Most recently, he coined the term and created the principles of
Controllerism, bringing the virtuosity and musicality of traditional turntablism to
the latest generation of DJs and producers, who perfor with cutting edge digital
instruments.
###
Moldover is available now on CD with limited edition circuit board packaging
from moldover.com, and in Sept. as a download from major digital distributors.

